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1 . INTRODUC TION
Electric
substation

Pur pose of t h e D o cu m en t
1.1 This document has been written to set out and define the

architectural and urban design criteria that will inform all the
future Reserved Matters Application for the Whitehorse Farm site,
stemming from the approved Phase 1 Outline Planning Application.
This document is a requirement of Condition 27 that will inform all
future residential design elements of the site, and builds upon the
generic principles for development stipulated within the approved
Outline planning application DAS, see Figure 1.5.
1.2 This document begins with a character appraisal of the

surrounding development to inform the proposed design principles
of the Residential Architectural Design Strategy. Consideration
is given to the architectural form and proposed detailed layout
principles to achieve the variation in development character across
the site and proposed green spaces. Each character area is broken
down into a set of wide ranging principles that will inform the
future detailed design process.
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Local centre
Retail with Apartments above

The local centre incorporates the higher density of development
and will include some three storey apartment buildings, as well
as the community buildings of the primary school, medical centre
and community hall. An urban square at the heart of the area
provides a focal point and a hard-paved, public space. The retail
provision within the development will also be located here.

The layout of the area as a whole forms a simple, permeable grid
of streets that allows for good pedestrian access to and from all
areas. The primary street and the urban square are contained by the
built development to provide enclosure and an appropriate setting
to the communal interaction and recreation that is encouraged
to take place. Whilst the overall scale and extent of the area is
significantly smaller than Chichester city centre, the principles and
characteristics of the layout are similar in many respects.
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Local centre

Analysis of the views of Chichester Cathedral from the site
identified that the best views were from the area occupied by the
local centre. A view corridor has been provided within the layout
of the local centre area which will allow excellent views of the
cathedral from the heart of the development area.
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Figure 58: Key Plan : Local Centre Area
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The primary street, incorporating street trees to either side, runs
through the heart of the local centre. To the North, the transition
from the relatively open aspect of the primary street -as it crosses
the stream and rises up the sloping ground - to the more urban
character of the local centre itself, is accentuated by the arrival
gateway formed by the framing of the apartment building on the
corner and the terrace fronting onto the open space opposite.
To the south, the primary street terminates at an urban square
that provides a positive ‘full stop’ to the street, rather than an
anonymous turning head at the point where the street is proposed
to continue in phase 2 of the masterplan development.

C
D

The local centre is compact and contained to the South and West
by the existing, mature tree belts on the site. To the East the
boundary of the local centre is formed by the existing stream
corridor, which provides a green, pedestrian route through the
development as a whole.

Illustrative Local Centre Land Use
A
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Figure 55: Illustrative Phase 1 Local centre mix

WHITEHOUSE FARM (LAND WEST OF CHICHESTER)
DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT

6.2 CHARACTER AREAS
The following pages demonstrate the intent for the Phase 1 character areas and how the Reserved
Matters Applications should be developed. The Figures are illustrative and will be subject to more
detail design rigour but they provide an indication of our preferred approach.
We have not at this stage carried out detail design work related to the architectural form of the
development. This will be covered at the Reserved Matters Stage.
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Figure 59: Local Centre Character Area

Secondary Street and Eastern Development Area

Secondary View Axis and Green Corridor

The secondary street forms a landscaped spine, incorporating street trees, which provides the
principal vehicular access to the eastern side of the phase 1 development area. To either side
of the street ‘ribs’ spur off the spine, and are orientated and connected, to provide direct and
convenient access to and from the areas of public open space and the local centre to the West.

A secondary view axis, aligned with Chichester Cathedral, runs to the North side of the primary school and
the local centre, from where the cathedral view analysis identified some of the best views from within the
site as a whole. This linear space is combined with a landscaped green route that forms part of the network
of green movement corridors that link the site as a whole. This provides the setting for a structured layout
of dwellings to either side of the green corridor that reinforces the formal qualities of the view axis.

There is continuity of development frontage along the spine to reinforce its importance in the
street hierarchy.

WHITEHOUSE FARM (LAND WEST OF CHICHESTER)
DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT
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Figure 54 shows the illustrative Local Centre design.
Indicative Character Areas
Within the scheme, there are a range of character areas that are defined by a combination
of their location and context within the masterplan layout and by their relationship with the
existing vegetation and site features. The proposals for, and form of, the future extended area
of development, incorporating phase 2, also has an influence on the layout and character of
individual areas.

The range of broad character areas can be subdivided as follows, although within these
areas there will be significant variety:
Northern Gateway:

Collectively, these influences govern the appropriate density, form, scale and massing of different
parts of the layout, as described in the parameter plans. In general, the higher density and mixed
use areas are close to the proposed amenities and facilities: within the proposed local centre.

The principal access from Old Broyle Road is via a new roundabout junction. The arrival
area is framed by existing vegetation which, in combination with the topography, provides
significant screening of the development from the new roundabout and Old Broyle Road
itself. This arrangement offers an attractive sequence of views on the approach and
entrance into the development with the subtle shifts in the alignment of the street,
combined with the topography as the street drops to the bridge over the existing stream,
giving a varied and interesting experience. Existing and new trees, the stream, and new
attenuation features all provide an attractive, natural setting for the development.

The character of the ‘edges’ of the phase 1 development area is also defined, primarily, by the
particular context:

DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT

•

Where development has a boundary with Centurion Way, it is relatively low density with
long rear gardens when the houses front onto cutting and frontages when the houses
front onto the level or elevated sections of centurion Way;

•

Development adjacent to the existing residential development at Whitehouse Farm
includes a mix of development typologies including single storey ‘courtyard’
developments integrated with proposed woodland planting to protect and enhance the
setting of Whitehouse Farm;
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Figure 1.5: THE APPROVED DESIGN AND ACCESS

To the south and south west of the phase 1 area, the edge is generally defined by an
existing tree belt. Development is set back, but fronts the space to create an attractive
setting for pedestrian and / or cycle movement through the development and to
maximise the benefits of the existing mature trees on site;

•

STATEMENT AND ASSOCIATED CHARACTER PAGES

Around the existing cottages on Newlands Lane, allotments have been provide to
provide a buffer between the existing residential properties and the new development;

•

The north western edge incorporates rear gardens backing onto the agricultural land
beyond. This is in anticipation of the second phase of development, after which
these areas will not be the edge of the built area;

Development would be set back on the Northern side of the street, beyond the existing trees and track,
the alignment of which is retained as a footpath, cycleway. To the south a series of terraces provide
containment, enclosure and surveillance of the entrance area. Larger properties at the Western end of
this grouping of dwellings provide a transition and buffer to the existing properties at Whitehouse Farm
and to the wider area.
Beyond the stream to the west, the street rises to the arrival gateway of the local centre, framed by
development.

The stream corridor, being part of the SANG, must retain a strong rural and semi-natural
feel, requiring views of the development to be filtered or screened by new native tree and
shrub planting. To this end, long tracks of new native hedgerow and scrub planting are
envisaged between the development and these open spaces. The unmade path (hard-

Eastern Area

1

DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT•

•

Secondary view
corridor

earth or mown grass, else crushed limestone or similar) would wend around small clumps of native trees
and shrubs and through the ground-cover vegetation, which would primarily be long, rough grassland,
mown once or twice annually.

Northern gateway

Figure 60 : Eastern Character Area
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Figure 61: Key Plan : Eastern Area

Figure 62: Secondary View Axis Character Area

Figure 63: Key Plan : Secondary View Axis

WHITEHOUSE FARM (LAND WEST OF CHICHESTER)
DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT

The northern area of development is enclosed by existing mature trees as a result of
which, the external edge to the development area is significantly screened.
Figure 54 : Illustrative Phase 1 :
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WHITEHOUSE FARM (LAND WEST OF CHICHESTER)
DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT
Figure 56: Key Plan : Northern Gateway Area
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WHITEHOUSE FARM (LAND WEST OF CHICHESTER)
DESIGN AND ACCESS STATEMENT

Figure 57: Northern Gateway Character Area
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range of development forms across the area, which
lack consistency, due to the sporadic growth of
the surrounding development over time. Each of
the neighbouring areas has been analysed in terms
of their overall pattern of development, scale and
architectural features to define what characterises
these areas and makes them distinctive. This is
then summarised to inform the architectural design
features of the proposed character areas within the
site and ensure the development integrates locally
distinctive features, wherever possible.
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Figure 2.1: THE ASSESSED CHARACTER
AREAS
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Character Area B - WORCHESTER ROAD
2.3 The area is largely defined by a main street that loops within the overall

area. Residential dwellings are located via a series of private drives and shared
surfaces all connecting to the main street. Buildings are largely 2 storey with
intermittent clusters of single storey dwellings. The vegetation is sparse in terms
of tree coverage within the area except for a stretch of trees through the centre
of the development. Around the northern and western edges of this area there is
substantial vegetation and tree planting with large areas of open space situated
to the south. The greenery within this area is largely generated by the deep front
gardens with domestic lawns and planting.
2.4 Materials largely consist of mono-tone red brick with feature elements such as

dark and light boarding.

Character Area A - PINE GROVE
2.2 This area comprises, predominantly, 2 storey dwellings with interspersed single storey bungalows

set within large plots. The architectural design is varied from plot to plot with building features
including tile hanging, brick, render and timber boarding. Plots are substantially set back off the
footpath with large drives and front gardens, all secluded behind extensive vegetation that define plot
boundaries.
6

Character Area C - GILBERT ROAD
2.5 The dwellings within this character area consist of a mix between 1&2 storey semi-detached dwellings.

The external features of the buildings are predominately brick with tile hanging and occasional clustering
of cladding as an alternative feature material. There is a general lack of vegetation throughout the site
with greenery largely generated by the deep front gardens with domestic lawns and planting. However,
the western most section of the development has dense tree planting along its western edge.

Character Area D - OLIVER WHITBY ROAD
2.6 Character area D comprises many different features and characters. The

spine road within the centre of the development starts at its connection to
Sherborne Road and terminates at Bishop Luffa School. Houses situated along
the spine road consist of predominately brick and tile hanging with clusters
of render and cladding. The rest of the area follows an informal grid pattern
with the majority of flats located within the South-West. A substantial area
of open space is situated towards the North of the development fronted by
development.

Character Area E - FISHBOURNE ROAD

2.7 Dwellings are predominantly 2 storey with intermittent bungalow forms,

which also includes chalet bungalows.

2.8 This character area is enclosed by the railway to the north and the A27 to the south, with Fishbourne

Road running through the centre. The dwelling features are extremely varied across this area ranging from
timber cladding, render, brick and tile hanging. The majority of the dwellings are set back off the road with
private drives. Flats are found predominately located towards the western area of the site, within the
higher density areas.

7

Building Types
Summary of
overarching principles

Principles to take
forward
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A wide and extensive range of house
types exists within the various
character areas. Ranging from
apartments, terraced, semi-detached
houses, bungalows and large detached
dwellings.

The mix of housing forms will vary
across the development to respond
to the overall density and reinforce
the landscape setting across the site
with low density housing to the edge
of the site. Taller building forms are to
be located within the higher density
areas: This is where the apartment
buildings and terraced typologies
will be generally located with some
terracing located around the site to
assist with variation in character.

Materials

Brick is the dominant feature across
the area. The brick colours vary
depending on the era of development.
There are rendered dwellings
clustered intermittently throughout
as well as other feature materials that
include tile hanging, flint and cladding.

Materials will vary across the
development to reinforce the
localised character traits. There will
be an emphasis of brick supported by
feature materials such as Flint block
in place of flint which is synonymous
with the wider Chichester area; tile
hanging, painted brick, and render
which will provide an authentic pallet
of materials for this location.

Detailing

Detailing is predominantly kept
simplistic with patterned tile hanging
and cladding evident in intermittent
clusters or one -off ‘feature’
buildings. Transitioning to the extents
of the surrounding area we see more
varied detail with minimal cohesion
to support the rural edge character.

An emphasis will be placed on brick
detailing that will accentuate the
façades, such as projecting bricks or
contrasting brick tones. Supporting
materials will also utilised to provide
variation in the area, with feature
materials used on focal buildings to
assist site legibility.

Roofline

There is much variation in roof
forms across the area with a
mix of pitched, gable fronted
and hipped roof types.

Roofline will be simplified across the
masterplan, with occasional use of
chimney features on marker buildings.
Gable roof lines will also be utilised
to punctuate the end of streets, with
hipped roofs used occasionally to
reinforce some of the more sensitive
landscape edges.

Fenestration

Fenestration largely comprises
of white uPVC casement forms,
although grey frames are evident in
adhoc parts of the area.

Boundary
Treatments

There are a range of soft and hard
treatments that can be seen around
the area. This includes a mix of grass
front lawns, strong planting, walls and
fences are by far the most evident.

White casement windows will be
dominant across the development,
with variety in regards to detailing,
responding to the immediate
surroundings, and focal building
designations. Grey contemporary
windows would be located within
the local centre to reinforce its
hierarchical status and contrast
with the surrounding residential
development.
Windows should be set back from
the front face of the wall to provide
relief. Where glazing bars are
proposed, genuine bars should
be used as opposed to stuck on
features.

Variation in boundary treatments
will largely support the overall
conditions of the site. More intervisible/ naturalistic boundaries
will be utilised by the green edges,
such as post and rail fencing. Open
grass verges will be common across
the site but supported by planting/
enclosures to define the extent of
corner plots.

Landscape and
Open Space

The site is dominated by the
naturalistic assets of the site
and are to be respected in line
with the principles of the Outline
Planning permission.

The development will respond to the
naturalistic setting through the design
of the development parcels, building
design, materials pallet and associated
landscaping to ensure the landscape is
appropriately respected.

Tones and
Colours

A range of colour tones exist across the
area, reflecting the diversity of materials.
Brick is still the dominant material.

Colours will be generally muted
across the development to ensure
the verdant setting of the site
is dominant. More naturalistic
tones will be used in contrast to
some of the neighbouring post war
development that has evolved over
time.
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AL CENTRE
NORTHERN GREEN CORRIDOR
URBAN + BUILDING FORM

3 . A R C H I T EC T U R A L
C H A R AC T E R A R E A S

FRONTAGE TYPE

BUILDING
HEIGHTS

All dwellings are to be 2 storey.

AREA
which also contain overarchingEASTERN
‘conditions’. The
six character

CORNERS

Strong definition, active building frontages will
address principal routes and green spaces/ focal
spaces with double fronted buildings where
necessary.
A mix of boundary treatments are proposed.
Emphasis on green boundaries with occasional
use of post and rail fencing towards the more
verdant edges.

BUILDING TYPES

3.1 Six character areas are proposed across the masterplan,

areas, below, are taken from the approved Outline Design and
Access Statement to provide variety, interest and respond to
the localised setting and attributes of the masterplan area:

SECONDARY VIEW CORRIDOR

EASTERN AREA

NORTHERN GREEN
CORRIDOR

FRONT
BOUNDARY
TREATMENT

3.2 Character Areas are:
•
•
•
•

CLUSTER

•
•
•

Northern Green Corridor;
Secondary View Corridor;
Northern Area;
Eastern Area;
Local Centre_Mixed Use (to be separate development
Brief)
Local Centre_Residential; and
Southern Cluster.

A range of largely informal frontages to the
respond to surrounding features and landscape
setting.
Primarily semi-detached and detached dwellings
with occasional terraces.

CONSISTENCY OF A range of housing forms is proposed responding
BUILDING DESIGN to the existing and proposed features of the site.

NORTHERN AREA

DETAILS

ROOF

A varied mix of roof forms across the area.
Pitched and gable fronted features to be used
across this area.

DORMERS/ROOFLIGHT

N/A

WINDOW
OPENINGS

A mix of simple casements and more detailed
windows with multiple window bars, set back
from the face of the building. Bay windows to be
squared. Cills and headers should vary between
and brick and reconstituted stone.

LOCAL CENTRE

3.3 In addition, a series of named ‘conditions’ overlap and link

the above character areas. These include:
Green Corridor Frontage - responding to the verdant
corridor that runs through the centre of the site;
• Local Centre Frontage - More contemporary design
approach to reinforce the hierarchy of the area
compared with elsewhere;
• Site Gateway - The entrance into the site along the
primary route; and
• Eastern Square - a focal space in the south of the site.
•

EASTERN AREA
MATERIALS

ROOF

SOUTHERN CLUSTER
WALLS

3.4 The following section sets out where the intended

character types are proposed, as well as setting the
characteristics that will make these areas architecturally
distinctive. The aim of the proposed principles is not to
create stark contrasts between character areas, but create a
subtle variation in design and use of materials.
3.5 Table 3.1 set outs the general design principles for the

development for ease of comparison.

Conditions
Green Corridor

Conditions

Figure 3.1: THE PROPOSED CHARACTER AREAS

WINDOW/
DOORS/
PORCHES

Local Centre - Principal Street
Conditions

Green Corridor

Eastern Square

Local Centre - Principal Street

Site Gateway

Green Corridor
Local Centre - Principal Street
Eastern Square
Site Gateway
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Grey and red roof tiles to dwellings to give
variation across this rural-esk area. Clay or Claylike tiles as well as Slate and Slate-like tiles should
be considered. Proposed chimneys to be similar
brick to building.
A good quality brick (red/brown) is to be used
with projected brick work features in the same
or contrasting brick. Occasional use of painted
brick, tile hanging and flint block are to be used as
accentuating feature materials too.
A mix of simple window styles with white uPVC
prevalent. Porches to be flat or pitched.

NORTHERN AREA

EASTERN AREA

SECONDARY VIEW CORRIDOR

SOUTHERN CLUSTER

A range of frontage types to respond to the
existing and proposed features of woodland,
green open spaces and road hierarchy.
A mix of house types: Shor t terraces, semidetached and detached dwellings.

A mix of strong and interspersed frontage across
the area responding to the proposed hierarchy of
movement, density and the landscape setting.
Primarily semi-detached and detached dwellings with
occasional terraces.

A mix of formal and informal frontages to respond
to surrounding features.

A mix of frontage types to respond to the existing and
proposed features of the site.

Primarily semi-detached and detached dwellings
with occasional terraces.

A mix of dwellings ranging from terraces to large
detached dwellings that respond to the road hierarchy
and landscape setting.
Predominantly 2 storey throughout

Predominantly 2 storey with the occasional 2.5
storey in focal areas/ corners/ terminating view
points.
Strong definition. Active building faces will
address the open green spaces and streets with
double fronted buildings where necessary.

Predominantly 2 storey with the occasional 2.5
Predominantly 2 storey with the occasional
development at focal points such as the Eastern Square 2.5 development at focal points. 2.5/ 3 storey
and the Secondary Route.
development in close proximity to the Local
Centre.
Strong definition, active building faces will address the
Strong definition, active building faces will address
Strong definition, active building faces will address the
open green space and focal spaces with double fronted principal routes and green spaces/ focal spaces with open green space and focal spaces with double fronted
buildings where necessary.
double fronted buildings where necessary.
buildings where necessary.

An assor tment of verdant boundary treatments is
to be applied, with planting and open grass verges.
Occasional use of post and rail fencing to SANG
edges.

An emphasis on the verdant edges, to the west,
suppor ted by occasional post and rail fencing to
define private areas. Elsewhere open grass verges with
occasional planting to define private drives.

LOCAL CENTRE_RESIDENTIAL

A mix of frontage types to respond to the
existing and proposed features of this area of the
masterplan.
A mix of dwellings ranging from apar tment blocks,
terraces to large detached dwellings that respond
to road hierarchy and landscape setting.
2 to 3 Storey

Strong definition, active building faces will address
the open green space and focal spaces with
double fronted buildings where necessary.

An assor tment of verdant boundary treatments to
the east is to be applied. Railings may also be used
to add to the formal tone along the secondary
route.

A mix of boundary treatments are proposed. Emphasis
on green boundaries with occasional use of post and
rail fencing to define public/ private areas along the
Green Edge and Country Park edge.

A consistency of design features within this area,
A range of housing styles to give an eclectic rural feel
subtly differing in terms of materials and building
from west to east. The secondary road may have
details, to respond to localised conditions/features slightly more formal/ consistent tone.
such as the principal road and existing vegetation.

A mix of design features within this area to create
variation between formal and informal design.

A range of housing forms is proposed responding to the More traditional tones to the edges that interface
existing and proposed features of the site.
with the proposed open space. Consideration
needs be given to the interface of this area and
the local centre vernacular.

A mix of roof forms across the area: Pitched and
gable fronted features to be used across this area.
Occasional use of chimneys.

A varied mix of roof forms across the area: Pitched
and gable fronted features to be used across this area.
Occasional use of chimneys.

A varied mix of roof forms across the area, pitched, A varied mix of roof forms across the area, pitched and
hipped and gable fronted features to be used across gable fronted features to be used across this area.
this area. Occasional use of chimneys.

A varied mix of roof forms across the area,
pitched and gable fronted features to be used
across this area.

Occasional use of dormers within the area to
suppor t occasional 2.5 storey focal buildings.

Occasional use of dormer features to create variety
in the roofscape around landscape focal areas and
prominent junctions.

Occasional use of dormer features to create variety N/A
in the roofscape around landscape focal areas and
prominent junctions.

Occasional use of dormer features to create
variety in the roofscape around landscape focal
areas and prominent junctions/ streets.

A mix of simple casements and more detailed
windows with multiple window bars to be used
to create variation between sub-character areas.
Windows to be set back from the face of the
building. Bay windows to be splayed.

A mix of simple casements and more detailed windows A mix of simple casements. A mix of splayed and
with multiple window bars to the greens space edge.
squared bays.

A mix of simple window styles with white uPVC to be
prevalent.

A mix of simple casements / top hung windows
in the local centre area, more ornate forms to the
edges.

Grey (slate and slate-like), Red/ brown clay or
clay-like tiles to dwellings to give variation and
variety. Proposed chimneys to be similar brick to
building.

Grey (slate and slate-like), Red/ brown clay or clay-like Grey (slate and slate-like), Red/ brown clay or claytiles to dwellings to give variation and variety. Proposed like tiles to dwellings to give variation and variety.
chimneys to be similar brick to building.
Proposed chimneys to be similar brick to building.

Grey (slate and slate-like), Red/ brown clay or clay-like
tiles to dwellings to give variation and variety. Proposed
chimneys to be similar brick to building.

Grey tiles (slate or slate-like) to give a strong
distinction to reinforce the development
hierarchy.

A good quality brick (red/brown) is to be used
with projected brick work features in the same or
contrasting brick. Occasional use of painted brick, tile
hanging and flint block are to be used as accentuating
feature materials
A mix of simple window styles with white uPVC
prevalent. A range of porches to be used, flat and
pitched.

Predominantly brick with occasional use of
render/ painted brick features.

A good quality brick (red/brown) is to be used
with projected brick work features in the same or
contrasting brick. Occasional use of tile hanging,
flint block and render as an accentuating feature.

A good quality brick (red/brown) is to be used
with projected brick work features in the same or
contrasting brick. Occasional use of tile hanging,
render/ painted brick and flint block as an accentuating
feature.
White uPVC Windows. A mix of flat, pitched and
A mix of simple window styles with white uPVC
mono porch forms to re-inforce the mix of formal prevalent. A range of porches to be used, flat and
and informal tones.
pitched.

A good quality brick (red/brown) is to be used
with projected brick work features in the same or
contrasting brick. Occasional use of tile hanging,
render and flint block as accentuating features.
A mix of simple window styles with white uPVC
prevalent. A range of porches to be used; flat and
pitched.

A mix of treatments for residential areas will be
used to respond to the rural edge and overall
road hierarchy. Emphais on green frontage
to the edges and well defined boundaries as
development abuts the local centre.

A mix of simple window styles with white
uPVC to be prevalent. A range of porches to
be used, flat and pitched.

Table 3.1: OVERALL PROPOSED CHARACTER AREAS PRINCIPLES
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DEFINING PRINCIPLES:
I L LU S T R AT I V E B LO C K I N G P L A N

NORTHERN
GREEN
CORRIDOR

Development frontages
to address the existing
wooded areas, with
irregular orientation to
reinforce the organic
edge character.

This area of the masterplan provides an
important link to the green corridor and
wider SANG area. It will embody a rural
feel and a transition from the primary
route to the key open spaces of the site.

Emergency access
connection point

P2.A

FRONTAGE
TYPE

A range of largely informal frontages to respond to the surrounding
features and landscape setting.

BUILDING
TYPES

Primarily semi-detached and detached dwellings with occasional terraces.

BUILDING
HEIGHTS

All dwellings are to be 2 storey.

CORNERS

Strong definition, active building frontages will address principal routes
and green spaces/ focal spaces with double fronted buildings where
necessary.

FRONT
BOUNDARY
TREATMENT

A mix of boundary treatments are proposed. Emphasis on green
boundaries with occasional use of post and rail fencing towards the
more verdant edges.

CONSISTENCY
OF BUILDING
DESIGN

A range of housing forms is proposed responding to the existing and
proposed features of the site.

DETAILS

U r b a n Form

Road alignment working
with contours of the site.

3.6 The overall block structure of the

P3.C

development will work with the contours
of the site. The proposed perimeter block
forms will deliver strong frontage to the
proposed streets and spaces, with buildings
having an informal arrangement to support
the rural-esk setting of the development.

B uild ing H ei g h t s
3.7 All buildings within this location are 2

storey.

SITE ACCESS

CENTRAL GREEN
LINK

Permeable block form to work with the levels of
the site and provide glimpse views to the existing
vegetation.

ROOF

A varied mix of roof forms across the area. Pitched and gable fronted
features to be used across this area.

DORMERS/
ROOFLIGHT

N/A

WINDOW
OPENINGS

A mix of simple casements and more detailed windows with multiple
window bars, set back from the face of the building. Bay windows
to be squared. Cills and headers should vary between and brick and
reconstituted stone.

MATERIALS

ROOF

WALLS

P1

WINDOW/
DOORS/
PORCHES

Grey and red roof tiles to dwellings to give variation across this rural-esk
area. Clay or Clay-like tiles as well as Slate and Slate-like tiles should be
considered. Occasional use of chimneys to be similar brick to building.
A good quality brick (red/brown) is to be used with projected brick
work features in the same or contrasting brick. Occasional use of painted
brick, tile hanging and flint block are to be used as accentuating feature
materials too.
A mix of simple window styles with white uPVC prevalent. Porches to
be flat or pitched.

Table 3.2: PROPOSED CHARACTER AREAS PRINCIPLES

P4

LOCAL CENTRE

12

Development to back
onto existing trees with
maintenance margin to
the rear.

URBAN + BUILDING FORM

P2.B
P3.D

I L LU S T R AT I V E S T R E E T S C E N E S
2

1

3

3

1

2

Flint block will be used as a feature of this area for focal buildings.

5

1

Variation of roof form to reinforce irregular/ semi-rural
edge.

2 Subtle detailing supports the semi- rural character.

Painted brick will provide a rustic tone to this part of the development,
supported by re-constituted stone cills and headers.

4

3

Projected brick work to provide texture and
interest to the façades.

4

Enclosures to key corners to define the public
and private extents .

5

Bay windows to punctuate corners and provide
natural surveillance.

M at e r i al s / Colour Pa lette
Walls

Good quality brick:
Red/ brown.

Roofs

Accentuating feature:
Painted brick.

Accentuating feature:
Tile hanging.

Accentuating feature:
Flint block.

Window styles

Red/brown clay or claylike roof tiles.

Grey slate and slatelike roof tiles.

Porches

Large detached dwellings will be a feature of the green edge and will be
designed with a range of materials: brick, tile hanging and Flint block.

A mix of window styles

A mix of re-constituted stone and brick headers

Simple porch
surrounds

Flat porch roofs

Pitched porch roofs
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P2.A

NORTHERN AREA
This area of the masterplan is characterised
by a combination of the primary road
into the development, the green edge
and eastern boundary. Through the
centre of the site is a semi-formalised
secondary route that provides a strong and
definitive link to a range of areas across the
masterplan. This area has to respond, not
only, to the aforementioned conditions, but
also the intense topography to the northP4
western part of the parcel.

DEFINING PRINCIPLES:
ARCHITEC TURE

DEFINING PRINCIPLES:
I L LU S T R AT I V E B LO C K I N G P L A N

P3.C

SITE ACCESS
URBAN + BUILDING FORM

Frontages to work with
the topography and set
the tone for the overall
development.

CENTRAL GREEN
LINK

P1

Focal building to
prominent corner.
Potential access point
for existing land owner.

LOCAL CENTRE

P2.B

FRONTAGE
TYPE

A range of frontage types to respond to the existing and proposed
features of woodland, green open spaces and road hierarchy.

BUILDING
TYPES

A mix of house types: Shor t terraces, semi-detached and detached
dwellings.

BUILDING
HEIGHTS

Predominantly 2 storey with the occasional 2.5 storey in focal areas/
corners/ terminating view points.

CORNERS

Strong definition. Active building faces will address the open green
spaces and streets with double fronted buildings where necessary.

FRONT
BOUNDARY
TREATMENT

An assor tment of verdant boundary treatments is to be applied, with
planting and open grass verges. Occasional use of post and rail fencing
to SANG edges.

CONSISTENCY
OF BUILDING
DESIGN

A consistency of design features within this area, subtly differing in terms
of materials and building details to respond to localised conditions/
features such as the principal road and existing vegetation.

DETAILS
The development must
respond to the on-site
heritage assets.

P3.D

U r b a n Form

P2.A

3.8 The overall block structure of the

P5.F

development follows the contours of the
landform, and reinforces strong and distinctive
links across the masterplan. The primary route
is the first experience of the development,
which is largely characterised by the retained
mature vegetation along the approved
infrastructure. This leads to a secondary
road which is characterised by regularised
planting supported by strong frontage with a
consistency of spacing. The key principle of
this area is to work with the levels to achieve
active frontage to streets and spaces.

P5.G
P3.C

B uild ing H ei g h t s
3.9 Buildings within this location are

predominantly 2 storey with intermittent
use of 2.5 stories to punctuate the street or
terminate focal viewpoints.
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P6.H

A mix of roof forms across the area: Pitched and gable fronted features
to be used across this area. Occasional use of chimneys.

DORMERS/
ROOFLIGHT

Occasional use of dormers within the area to suppor t occasional 2.5
storey focal buildings.

WINDOW
OPENINGS

A mix of simple casements and more detailed windows with multiple
window bars to be used to create variation between sub-character
areas. Windows to be set back from the face of the building. Bay
windows to be splayed.

MATERIALS

Focal building to
prominent corner.

SITE ACCESS

P3.E

WALLS

CENTRAL GREEN
LINK

The frontage interface
of the primary road
is a key design area.
Buildings must be
designed to respect
the retained vegetation
within this area.

P1

ROOF

Grey (slate and slate-like), Red/ brown clay or clay-like tiles to dwellings
to give variation and variety. Proposed chimneys to be similar brick to
building.
A good quality brick (red/brown) is to be used with projected brick
work features in the same or contrasting brick. Occasional use of tile
hanging, flint block and render as an accentuating feature.

WINDOW/
White uPVC Windows. A mix of flat, pitched and mono porch forms to
DOORS/
re-inforce the mix of formal and informal tones.
PORCHES
Table 3.3: PROPOSED CHARACTER AREAS PRINCIPLES

EASTERN
SQUARE

P6.I

P4

LOCAL CENTRE

Road to have a
semi formal tone
with regularised
building frontages and
consistency of planting.

ROOF

P2.B

Buildings to address
retained trees and support
this first impression into
the site.

I L LU S T R AT I V E S T R E E T S C E N E S

4

2

1

3

4
2

Brick buildings will dominate this area with a range of building details.
A mix of splayed and straight headers will be used to provide a sense
of formality to the secondary road and subtle variation within the street
scene.

2

Flint block to be used as a feature to accentuate key

1 vistas/ corners.

Variation of materials to reinforce the semi-rural

2 character.

Use of post and rail to provide a sense of enclosure to plots along

3 the green edge.

A scope of diverse frontage types to respond to the various

4 existing woodland and green features.

M at e r i al s / Colour Pa lette
Walls

Roofs

Gable roof forms along the secondary route will provide a sense of
formality and rhythm to the street scene.

Good quality brick:
Red/ brown.

Good quality brick:
Multi - tonal red brick
with projected features.

Accentuating feature:
Tile hanging.

Accentuating feature:
Flint block.

Accentuating feature:
Render

Red/brown clay or claylike roof tiles.

Grey slate and slatelike roof tiles.

Window styles

Splayed bays will be a key feature of the area.

A mix of window styles.

Header detail along
secondary route.

Header detail.

Simple porch
surrounds.

Flat porch roofs.
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